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NEW QUESTION: 1
You are developing a SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS) cube.
Revenue must be compared to a goal and described by a status
and a trend. Revenue, goal, status, and trend will be defined
by Multidimensional Expressions (MDX) expressions. You need to
add the Revenue indicator. Which tab should you select? (To
answer, select the appropriate tab in the work area.)
Hot Area:
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 2

Refer to the exhibit.
The two routers have had their startup configurations cleared
and have been restarted. At a minimum, which option below must
the administrator do to enable CDP to exchange information
between R1 and R2?
A. Configure the router with thecdp enablecommand.
B. Enterno shutdowncommands on the R1 and R2 fa0/1 interfaces.
C. Configure IP addressing andno shutdowncommands on either of
the R1 or R2 fa0/1 interfaces.
D. Configure IP addressing andno shutdowncommands on both the
R1 and R2 fa0/1 interfaces.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
An insurance claim type is defined as follows:
If the Review claim step is configured to set the status to
Pending-Investigation, when is the status of the case set to
Pending-Investigation?
A. WhenInvestigate claimstep completes.
B. When theReview claimstep completes.
C. When theReview claimstep starts.
D. When theProcess claimstage starts.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your company is making a strategy shift: form being focused on
fulfilling customer requests for becoming the best cost dairy
producer in industry. Its existing cost manufacturing cost
system, however fails to capture the costs associated with
handling special flavors, small production orders, and complex
delivery and order processing options. Hence you've been
assigned to supervise an existing project to develop a new
time-drive, activity-based costing system that will capture the
full complexity of the company's operations and gives managers
new insights into the profitability orders, products, and
customers. Senior management will use the information to
enhance process efficiencies, negotiating new terms with
customers, and attempt to win new business. You are taking over
the project during the planning process group. Upon reviewing
the project charter, you discover that eight individuals were
requiring to sign-off the project charter in order to authorize
the project. Which of the following should cause the MOST
concern?
A. Your ability to yield adequate authority to make resource
allocation decisions regarding the project
B. The ability to develop adequate cost and scope baseline
C. The amount of time that will be spent on configuration

management due to the number of stake holders
D. The overhead that is required to notify the large number of
stakeholders regarding changes that affect the project
E. The difficulty in determining who will serve on the change
control board due to the number of stake holders.
Answer: C
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